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Purpose: The aim was to examine the effect of a 5-year exercise intervention at different 
intensities on brain structure in older adults from the general population partaking in the 
randomized controlled trial Generation 100 Study.
Participants and Methods: Generation 100 Study participants were invited to 
a longitudinal neuroimaging study before randomization. A total of 105 participants (52 
women, 70–77 years) volunteered. Participants were randomized into supervised exercise 
twice a week performing high intensity interval training in 4×4 intervals at ~90% peak heart 
rate (HIIT, n = 33) or 50 minutes of moderate intensity continuous training at ~70% of peak 
heart rate (MICT, n = 24). The control group (n = 48) followed the national physical activity 
guidelines of ≥30 min physical activity daily. Brain MRI at 3T, clinical and cardiorespiratory 
fitness (CRF), measured as peak oxygen uptake, were collected at baseline, and after 1, 3, 
and 5 years of intervention. Brain volumes and cortical thickness were derived from T1 
weighted 3D MRI data using FreeSurfer. The effect of HIIT or MICT on brain volumes over 
time was investigated with linear mixed models, while linear regressions examined the effect 
of baseline CRF on brain volumes at later time points.
Results: Adherence in each group was between 79 and 94% after 5 years. CRF increased 
significantly in all groups during the first year. Compared to controls, the HIIT group had 
significantly increased hippocampal atrophy located to CA1 and hippocampal body, though 
within normal range, and the MICT group greater thalamic atrophy. No other effects of 
intervention group were found. CRF across the intervention was not associated with brain 
structure, but CRF at baseline was positively associated with cortical volume at all later time 
points.
Conclusion: Higher baseline CRF reduced 5-year cortical atrophy rate in older adults, while 
following physical activity guidelines was associated with the lowest hippocampal and 
thalamic atrophy rates.
Keywords: CNS, aging, limbic, brain reserve, morphometry

Plain Language Summary
This study investigated the effect of 5 years of supervised exercise twice weekly compared to 
a control group following the national guidelines recommending 30 min of physical activity 
daily on brain structure across 5 years. Older adults (70–77 years) from the general popula-
tion were invited. The supervised exercise group was assigned to either high intensity 
interval training, HIIT, consisting of 10 minutes of warm-up followed by 4×4 minutes 
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intervals at ~90% of peak heart rate or near exhaustion inter-
mingled with 3 minutes of active breaks, or moderate intensity 
continuous training, MICT, of 50 minutes of continuous activity 
at ~70% of peak heart rate, or medium exhaustion. At inclusion 
into the study and after 1, 3 and 5 years of HIIT, MICT or 
guideline-based recommended physical activity, the participants 
underwent clinical and physical testing, and brain MRI. Brain 
volumes were derived from T1 weighted 3D MRI scans acquired 
on the same scanner with the same protocol across the 5-year 
period.

Both the effect of group (HIIT, MICT or control) and the 
effect of cardiorespiratory fitness, measured as VO2-peak, on brain 
volumes were investigated. We also investigated the 
HIIT&MICT group combined versus the control group. The 
link between baseline cardiorespiratory fitness and later brain 
volume was also assessed.

In all groups, participants adhered well (79–94%) and to 
a similar extent to their assigned exercise or physical activity 
regime. Unexpectedly, we found that the HIIT as well as the 
combined HIIT&MICT group had markedly smaller hippocam-
pal volume at the end of the intervention, while the MICT as well 
as the combined HIIT&MICT group had markedly smaller tha-
lamic volume. This was not due to accelerated degree of tissue 
loss in the supervised training groups but due to lower-than- 
expected tissue loss in the group following the national physical 
activity guidelines. We found no effect of increasing cardiore-
spiratory fitness on brain volumes after age 70, but there was 
a positive effect of having high cardiorespiratory fitness at inclu-
sion into the study for later cortical volume for all groups. In 
summary, brain structure across 5 years was preserved the best in 
older adults who followed the national physical activity guide-
lines and in those with higher VO2 at inclusion.

Introduction
A string of failed Alzheimer’s disease (AD) drug trials1 

and the global population aging have led to an increased 
focus on finding effective measures to avoid onset or 
delay development of dementia. High cardiorespiratory 
fitness (CRF) measured as peak oxygen uptake (VO2peak), 
exercising as well as physical activity in general are 
among the preventive measures associated with dementia 
risk reduction.2–4 The positive effect of exercise training 
on the brain is assumed to be associated with higher 
CRF.5 Observational studies using brain MRI measures 
as proxies for brain health and AD risk report positive 
associations between CRF and brain structures involved 
in the pathophysiology of AD such as the hippocampus 
and cortex.6–10 However, there are contradictory findings 
regarding the presence of such positive effects. 
Randomized controlled trials (RCT) and other exercise 

intervention studies in community dwelling and hospital 
cohorts of younger and older adults report predominantly 
positive effects of moderate intensity exercise on the 
brain, with greater hippocampus and cortex volume in 
the exercise group compared to controls.11–15 However, 
no effects16–19 and negative effects20,21 have also been 
described in the same brain structures in similar cohorts. 
It should be noted that the RCTs and exercise interven-
tions that report positive effects on brain structures fol-
lowed the participants for maximally one year while 
those that find no effects were longer, lasting up to 24 
months.

Intervention studies including brain MRI in older 
adults have implemented moderate intensity exercise train-
ing despite that high intensity training provides larger 
cardiovascular health effects at all ages.22,23 It has been 
suggested that high intensity interval training (HIIT) is 
superior in preserving brain structure and function com-
pared to moderate training levels, although potential risks 
of HIIT for the brain of older adults are discussed.24,25 

Thus, both duration and intensity of exercise intervention 
to better preserve or improve brain structure remain to be 
determined.26

It is therefore timely to assess the effect of long-term 
exercise training at different exercise intensities on brain 
structure in older adults.27 The Generation 100 Study is 
a 5-year RCT investigating the effects of 5 years of HIIT, 
moderate-intensity continuous training (MICT) or follow-
ing the national health authorities’ guidelines for physical 
activity on overall mortality.28 The RCT Generation 100 
Study found a trend towards reduced mortality after HIIT 
compared to the other two groups.29

The aim of this study in the Generation 100 Study was 
to examine the effect of the exercise intervention on 
changes in brain structure with 3 Tesla (T) MRI in 
a group of Generation 100 Study participants from inclu-
sion and after 1, 3 and 5 years of intervention. We 
expected an effect of group over time on hippocampal 
and cortical volumes with the HIIT group having the low-
est degree of age-related atrophy, followed by the MICT 
group. Other brain structures included in the analyses were 
caudate, thalamus and white matter volumes, regions 
understudied in exercise interventions. We also investi-
gated the effect of CRF, measured objectively as 
VO2peak, on these brain structures during the intervention, 
as well as the predictive value of baseline CRF on brain 
volumes across the intervention.
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Materials and Methods
The Generation 100 Study
The Generation 100 Study is a registered RCT 
(NCT01666340, ClinicalTrials.govhttps://clinicaltrials. 
gov/ct2/show/NCT01666340) conducted in a general 
population of older adults aged 70–77 years (born between 
1936 and 1942) and registered in the National Population 
Registry as citizens of Trondheim municipality. A total of 
6966 older adults received a personal invitation letter to 
participate in the Generation 100 Study and 1790 were 
interested in participating. Of these, 174 withdrew before 
or during the initial examination and 49 were excluded. In 
total, 1567 older adults were eligible for participation. 
Participants were stratified according to sex and cohabita-
tion status before randomized 2:1:1 into control (N=780), 
HIIT (N=400) and MICT (N=387) groups. The randomi-
zation procedure was performed by the Unit for Applied 
Clinical Research, NTNU, using a web-based system. The 
Generation 100 Study was approved by the Regional 
Committee for Medical Research ethics, Central Norway 
(2012/381 B) and complies with the Declaration of 
Helsinki. Participants gave their written informed consent 
and agreed to receive invitations to other studies. 
Exclusion criteria were somatic or psychiatric disease 
(including dementia), any issue precluding exercise inter-
vention, and participation in other exercise training stu-
dies. Details on the study design and protocols can be 
found in Stensvold et al.28 Baseline data collection started 
in August 2012 and lasted till June 2013. Follow-ups were 
performed 1, 3 and 5 years after baseline data collection 
with 5 years data collected between August 2017 and 
June 2018.

Brain MRI Study
The present study investigates the effect of the Generation 
100 exercise intervention on structural brain health. 
Information was provided to all Generation 100 Study 
participants (N=1567) before randomization, and 105 
MRI compatible participants volunteered to take part in 
this study on brain structure. Exclusion criteria were stan-
dard MRI contraindications, such as medical electrical 
implants. Of the 105 participants included in this study, 
48 were in the control group, 24 in MICT and 33 in the 
HIIT group, reflecting the distribution between the groups 
in the Generation 100 Study. The participants were 
scanned at baseline, 1, 3 and 5 years after inclusion in 
connection with the clinical examinations in the 

Generation 100 Study. The brain MRI study was approved 
by the Regional Committee for Medical Research Ethics, 
Central Norway (2012/849) and was performed in accor-
dance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants 
gave their written informed consent.

Exercise Intervention and Adherence
The HIIT group was instructed to warm up for 10 minutes 
followed by 4×4 minutes intervals at 85–95% of peak 
heart rate or minimum 16 on the Borg 6–20 rating of 
perceived exertion scale,30 interleaved with 3 minutes of 
active breaks. The MICT group was prescribed 50 minutes 
of continuous activity at 70% of peak heart rate or 13 on 
the Borg 6–20 scale. Participants in the HIIT and MICT 
groups met twice weekly to their respective supervised 
exercise classes. The supervised exercise classes were 
performed indoor or outdoor and included, eg, walking 
and running in different types of terrains as well as 
aerobics.28 HIIT and MICT participants could exercise 
individually if able to follow their assigned exercise 
regime after receiving instructions. All participants in the 
HIIT and MICT groups were required to meet for manda-
tory intensity-specific supervised spinning session every 
6th week to ensure compliance with exercise intervention. 
In the mandatory classes, they exercised with a heart rate 
monitor to make sure that they exercised at the prescribed 
exercise intensity. The control group was instructed to 
follow the Norwegian health authorities’ physical activity 
recommendations of at least 30 minutes of moderate inten-
sity physical activity every day.28 Adherence to the pre-
scribed exercise intervention or national guidelines was 
calculated from physical activity questionnaires at 1, 3 
and 5 year follow-up. The questionnaire included ques-
tions on exercise frequency, intensity and duration. 
Frequency was assessed on a scale from 0 to 5 times per 
week based on the question “How often do you exercise?” 
with reply options “Never” (0 times), “Less than once 
a week” (0.5 times), “Once a week” (1 time), “2–3 times 
per week” (2.5 times) and “Almost every day” (5 times). 
For duration, the question was “For how long do you 
exercise each time?” with reply options “Less than 15 
minutes” (7.5 minutes), “15–29 minutes” (22.5 minutes), 
“30 minutes to 1 hour” (45 minutes) and “More than 
1 hour” (60 minutes), giving a range from 7.5 to 60 
minutes per session. Minutes per week used for exercise 
were calculated multiplying the average frequency and 
duration.29 Mean intensity of exercise was assessed with 
the Borg 6–20 RPE scale.30
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Adherence to the exercise intervention was defined as 
fulfillment of at least 50% of the prescribed exercise ses-
sions according to the RCT protocol.29 Thus, adherence to 
HIIT was defined as exercising at least ≥30 minutes ≥15 
on the Borg scale per week. MICT adherence was defined 
as at least ≥30 minutes at 11–14 on the Borg scale per 
week. Adherence to control (physical activity recommen-
dations) was defined as at least ≥75 minutes of physical 
activity per week, intensity was not considered for this 
group. Percentage adherence to assigned program was 
calculated for each group as number of participants adher-
ing to the prescribed exercise program divided by total 
number of participants in the group at that time point 
multiplied by 100.

Demographic Data and Clinical 
Measurements
Data on date of birth, sex, level of education (primary 
school, high school and university), cohabitation status, 
current smoking (yes/no), sleep, health-related quality of 
life and psychological health were obtained from ques-
tionnaires at baseline, 1, 3 and 5 years. Health-related 
quality of life was obtained with the Short Form health 
survey (SF-8) questionnaire and both physical and mental 
component summary scores are reported.31 Psychological 
health was assessed with a Norwegian validated version of 
the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS).32,33 

Total HADS score was reported.34,35 The Norwegian vali-
dated version of the Montreal Cognitive Assessment 
(MoCA) was administered at 5-year follow-up to evaluate 
dementia.36 The cut-offs are derived from a large Swedish 
population with a score of 21 for primary, 22 for secondary 
and 24 for higher education.37 Total score was reported.

Clinical measurements encompassed height, body 
weight, body mass index (BMI), body composition 
(Inbody 720, BIOSPACE, Body Analysis AS, South- 
Korea), waist circumference, blood pressure and resting 
heart rate (RHR). Fasting blood samples were obtained 
and high sensitivity C-reactive protein (hsCRP), glycated 
hemoglobin (HbA1c), glucose, high-density lipoprotein 
cholesterol (HDL), low-density lipoprotein cholesterol 
(LDL), total cholesterol (TC), and triglycerides (TG) 
levels were measured. At the same time points CRF was 
assessed objectively as VO2peak using graded maximal 
exercise testing on a treadmill (NInclusion=102, N5-year=78) 
or exercise bike (NInclusion=3, N5-year=7). Since some par-
ticipants did not meet the criteria for maximal oxygen 

uptake during the study period, the term VO2peak was 
used. Grip strength was measured with the JAMAR 
Hydraulic Hand Dynamometer (Lafayette Instrument 
Company, Lafayette, IN, USA). For details on CRF and 
grip strength assessment see Supplemental Materials.

Brain MRI
At baseline and after 1, 3 and 5 years, participants under-
went the same standardized MRI protocol acquired on one 
3T Magnetrom Skyra scanner (Siemens AG, Erlangen, 
Germany) equipped with a 32-channel head coil. The 
scans used in this study included a high resolution 3D 
T1-weighted MPRAGE (TR=1900; TE=3.16; 
FOV=256×256; slice thickness=1mm; gap=0mm) and 
a 3D T2-weighted (TR=3200; TE=412; FOV=250×250; 
slice thickness=1mm; gap=0mm) scan.

Image Processing
The T1-weighted scans were analyzed in the Freesurfer 
suite v. 6.0 (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/), for details 
see Fischl.38 The images were processed using the long-
itudinal stream39 to ensure low inter-subject variability.40 

Visual quality control of all Freesurfer outputs was per-
formed, and scans that failed this control were excluded 
from the analyses. Total cortex volume and cortical thick-
ness were derived using cortical surface-based analysis.41 

For the hippocampus, thalamus, caudate and total cerebral 
white matter volumes, the volumes from right and left 
hemisphere were combined. Hippocampal subfields were 
derived with the longitudinal hippocampal subfield algo-
rithm in the developmental version of Freesurfer v. 6.0.40,42 

The hippocampal subfield volumes were combined into 
three regions: CA1, CA3 (CA2 + CA3) and dentate 
gyrus (GC-DG + CA4)43 to obtain more reliable 
measures.42,44 Subsequently, the long axis volumes, ie, 
hippocampal head, body and tail volumes, were obtained. 
The right and left hippocampal subfields and long-axis 
volumes were combined.

Intracranial volume (ICV) was estimated in SPM8 
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) with the automatic 
reverse brain mask method45 using the 3D T1- and T2- 
weighted images. All brain volumes were corrected for 
ICV with the residual method.46 The automatic reverse 
brain mask method improves the accuracy of the ICV 
measurement45 and the residual method has been shown 
to be superior to the proportion method in removing the 
effects of ICV.46 The combined use of the automatic 
reverse brain mask method and the residual ICV correction 
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method requires smaller sample sizes compared to the 
FreeSurfer ICV estimation to detect group differences in 
brain volumes.45

Statistical Analysis
Sample Characteristics
Demographic and clinical characteristics at baseline were 
compared between the Generation 100 Study participants 
and those also participating in the brain MRI study using 
the Pearson chi squared test, t-test, and Mann–Whitney 
U-test as appropriate. Pearson chi squared, one-way 
ANOVA and Kruskal–Wallis test were used to compare 
the demographic and clinical characteristics at baseline 
between the HIIT, MICT and control group in the brain 
MRI study. Additionally, demographic and clinical char-
acteristics known to be affected by exercise and to influ-
ence the brain (eg, blood glucose regulation, body fat 
distribution, sleep, depression) are shown at each follow- 
up time point for the three groups (Supplementary 
Tables 2–4). Comparisons of adherence to training regime 
was compared between groups at each follow up time 
point using Pearson chi squared test. Missing values con-
stituted less than 5% of the data and were likely randomly 
missing.

Longitudinal Change in Brain Volumes in 
the Control, MICT and HIIT Groups
The main analysis (Model 1) assessed the effect of the 
exercise intervention group on brain structures across the 
5-year period using linear mixed models. Linear mixed 
models are optimal for longitudinal data because they 
account for within- and between-subjects variability and 
allow missing values in one or more time points without 
the exclusion of the participant. Model 1 was performed 
with brain structure (corrected for ICV using the residual 
method) as the dependent variable, participant as random 
effect, time and, time*group interaction as dummy variables 
with baseline and the control group as references, thus 
adjusting for baseline value of the outcome variable as 
recommended by Twisk, Bosman, Hoekstra, Rijnhart, 
Welten, Heymans.47 The analyses were also adjusted for 
sex, education and age at baseline. A second model 
(Model 2) was performed adding the measured CRF values 
at each time point as covariates to Model 1. For hippocam-
pus, both models were repeated with hippocampal subfield 
and long-axis volumes as dependent variable. As 
a sensitivity analysis, the linear mixed models were 

performed without adjusting for baseline value of the out-
come variable. We also performed the analysis with the 
supervised exercise groups (MICT&HIIT) combined into 
one group.

CRF Associations with Brain Volumes 
Across Control, MICT and HIIT Groups
To investigate group effects on CRF over time, we used 
a linear mixed model with CRF as the dependent variable, 
participant as random effect, time, and time*group interac-
tion as dummy variables with baseline and the control group 
as references, adjusting for sex, education and age at baseline 
(ie, similar as Model 1 above). The same analysis was also 
performed in the combined exercise group (MICT&HIIT).

The role of CRF per se on brain volumes was assessed 
after collapsing the three groups into one. Linear regressions 
were run to investigate if CRF at baseline predicted brain 
volumes at 1, 3 and 5 years with age at baseline, sex and 
education as covariates. Presence of localized cortical thick-
ness effects of CRF was also investigated. Cortical thickness 
is associated primarily with clinical and environmental fac-
tors, while cortical surface area is mainly under genetic 
control.48 To investigate if baseline CRF predicted cortical 
thickness, we performed a general linear model analysis in 
MATLAB R2018a (https://www.mathworks.com/products/ 
matlab.html) with CRF at baseline as predictor, and age, 
sex and education as covariates and cortical thickness of 
each hemisphere at 1, 3 and 5 years as the dependent vari-
able. Localized cortical thickness maps were smoothed with 
a full-width-half-maximum Gaussian kernel of 30 mm. To 
correct for multiple comparisons, the p-value maps of the 
two hemispheres were combined and thresholded to a false 
discovery rate (FDR) of 5% across the whole brain.

For all statistical analyses in RStudio49 (including the 
function “lmer” in the “lme4” package50) and SPSS 25,51 

a p value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant. 
Correction for multiple comparisons was not implemented 
as per the analysis protocol. The p values should be inter-
preted keeping this in mind.

Results
Demographics and Clinical Measures for 
Generation 100 Study and Brain MRI 
Participants
The participants in the brain MRI sample were slightly 
healthier than those in the Generation 100 Study at base-
line with significantly higher CRF and HDL level, 
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combined with lower TG, HbA1c levels, and HADS score. 
The brain MRI participants were also slightly younger and 
had higher educational attainment (Supplementary 
Table 1).

Clinical and Exercise Characteristics of 
Brain MRI Participants
At inclusion, there were 53 men and 52 women. Their 
mean age was 72 years and 64.4% had a university/college 
education. The total dropout rate after 5 years was 19.0%. 
The largest drop out was during the first year (10.5%) 
(Figure 1). Those who withdrew had lower education 
compared to those who remained in the study (Primary 
school 20% vs 9%, High school 45% vs 27%, University 
40% vs 64%, respectively, p=0.012), but did not differ in 
other clinical characteristics (data not shown). Two parti-
cipants (one man and one woman) in the HIIT group died 
of cancer.

Among participants who remained in the study, there 
were no differences between the control, MICT and HIIT 
groups in demographic or clinical characteristics at base-
line (Table 1). Similar clinical and demographic character-
istics were present in the three groups at 1, 3 and 5 year 
follow-up (Supplementary Tables 2–4). At 5-year follow 
up, none of the participants was classified as having 
dementia (Supplementary Table 4). Adherence across the 
study period was good for all the three groups, ranging 
from 71.4 to 94.3%, and there was no significant differ-
ence in adherence rate between groups at each time point 
(Supplementary Table 5).

Longitudinal Change in Brain Volumes in 
the Control, MICT and HIIT Groups
There was limited brain volume loss over time in all 
groups (Figure 2). Model 1 showed a significant group*-
time interaction with greater hippocampal atrophy and 
smaller hippocampal volume in the HIIT compared to the 
control group at 5 years (Table 2). Over the 5-year inter-
vention period, hippocampal atrophy was −3.9% for con-
trol, −5.0% for MICT and −5.5% for HIIT. The estimated 
average yearly hippocampal atrophy was −0.8% for con-
trol, −1.0% for MICT and −1.1% for HIIT.

The hippocampal subfield analyses likewise revealed 
a significant group*time interaction with the HIIT group 
having smaller CA1 volume at 1, 3 and 5 year follow up 
compared to the control group (Supplementary Table 6). 
For the hippocampal long axis volumes, a significant 

group*time interaction was found with HIIT having 
lower hippocampal body volume at 3-year compared to 
the control group (Supplementary Table 6). A group*time 
interaction was present for thalamus with the MICT group 
having greater atrophy and smaller volume than the con-
trol group at 5-year (Figure 2; Table 2). No other group*-
time effects were present.

Model 2, which included CRF at each time point, 
showed similar results as Model 1. CRF measurements 
obtained at each examination were not associated with 
brain volume at the same time (Supplementary Tables 7 
and 8). Similar results were obtained for all the above 
analyses using linear mixed model without adjusting for 
baseline values (results not shown).

In the analysis where the MICT&HIIT groups were 
combined, there was a significant group*time effect with 
greater hippocampus, thalamus and cortex atrophy in the 
combined supervised exercise group compared to the con-
trol group in both Model 1 and Model 2 (Supplementary 
Tables 9 and 10). For the hippocampus, greater atrophy 
was found in CA1 both at 3 and 5 years and in the body at 
3 years (Supplementary Tables 11 and 12). No other 
group*time effects on brain volumes were uncovered 
(Supplementary Tables 9–12).

CRF Associations with Brain Volumes 
Across Control, MICT and HIIT Groups
Change in CRF over time in the three groups (Figure 3) 
showed that CRF was significantly associated with time 
but not group and there was no group*time interaction 
(Supplementary Table 13). CRF increased significantly in 
all groups from baseline to 1 year of intervention. This 
was followed by a slow decrease across all groups, and at 
3 and 5 year follow-up CRF was not significantly different 
from baseline in any of the groups (Supplementary 
Table 13). The same result was found when the exercise 
groups (MICT&HIIT) were combined into one 
(Supplementary Table 14).

Linear regression showed a significant association 
between CRF at baseline and cortical volume at 1, 3 and 
5 years (Table 3). For each VO2peak unit higher at baseline, 
1.1 mL of cortex (~0.25% of total cortical volume) was 
preserved at the end of the intervention (Table 3). 
However, no localized effects of CRF at baseline on cor-
tical thickness were present at any time point (results not 
shown). No other associations between CRF and brain 
volumes were uncovered (Table 3).
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2:1:1 Randomization

Declined N = 1422

Brain MRI 
Yes

N = 105

Brain MRI 
N = 105

Control = 48
MICT = 24
HIIT = 33

N = 105

N = 94

N = 90

N = 85

Failed analysis N = 6Baseline
August 2012 - June 2013

1 year follow-up
August 2013 - June 2014

5 years of follow-up 
August 2017 - June 2018

3 years of follow-up
August 2015 - June 2016

Failed analysis N = 3

Withdrew N = 11 (10.5%)

Withdrew N = 3 (4.2%)

Withdrew N = 4 (5.5%)

Died N = 1

Died N = 1

Invited
N = 6966

Excluded or withdrew N = 223 

Interested
N = 1790

Eligible
N = 1567

Brain MRI 
No

N = 1462

Informed about
participating in
brain MRI study

Figure 1 Flowchart describing the process of inclusion into the study and the intervention period. Number (N) of participants at each time point and reasons for exclusion; 
failed MRI processing (eg due to excessive movement), death and percentages (%) of withdrawal at baseline and after 1, 3 and 5 years of intervention for the MRI study are 
provided.
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Discussion
This is the first RCT to investigate the effect of 5 years of 
exercise intervention at different intensities, on brain 
volumes in a general population of older adults. Contrary 
to our hypotheses, 5 years of HIIT or MICT intervention 
did not lead to larger brain volumes or reduced atrophy at 
any time point during the study compared to the control 
group. Rather, we uncovered greater hippocampal atrophy 
in the HIIT compared to the control group, and thalamic 
atrophy in the MICT group compared to the control group 
after 5 years. The greater atrophy rate in the intervention 
groups became even more notable when analyzing the 

MICT&HIIT group combined. CRF did not underlay the 
greater atrophy rate. Indeed, having a higher CRF at base-
line was linked to greater cortical volume at all time points 
across all groups.

This is the first study with an exercise intervention 
lasting longer than 2 years. The unexpected finding in 
our study was the negative effect of HIIT and MICT 
compared to the control group on hippocampal and thala-
mic volumes, respectively, that emerged during the last 
part of the 5-year intervention. In the combined 
MICT&HIIT group, similar effects on both hippocampus 
and thalamus were observed. Our results are in contrast to 

Table 1 Demographics and Clinical Data for the Control, MICT and HIIT Participants Undergoing Brain MRI at Baseline

Control (N=48) MICT (N=24) HIIT (N=33) p-value

Womena (%) 52.1 54.2 42.4 0.61
Living with othersa (%Yes) 68.8 70.8 71.9 0.95

Educationb %Primary school 8.3 12.5 6.2 0.50

%High school 33.3 20.8 21.9
%University 58.3 66.7 71.9

Smokinga (%No) 89.6 95.7 90.6 0.69

Agec (years) 72.0 (1.8) 71.8 (1.7) 72.3 (2.1) 0.54
Heightc (cm) 169.0 (9.7) 171.6 (7.5) 170.8 (8.7) 0.44

Weightc (kg) 74.1 (13.2) 75.7 (9.9) 76.5 (13.6) 0.70
Fatc (%) 30.3 (8.0) 29.5 (7.8) 28.2 (7.1) 0.49

Muscle massc (%) 38.1 (4.8) 38.6 (4.5) 39.2 (4.1) 0.56

BMIc (kg/m2) 25.9 (3.3) 25.9 (3.4) 26.1 (3.3) 0.96
Visceral fatc (cm2) 113.3 (32.1) 111.2 (32.8) 112.2 (31.1) 0.96

Waist circumferencec (cm) 93.3 (11.0) 93.5 (9.2) 94.4 (11.3) 0.90

SBP rightc (mmHg) 135.4 (17.5) 132.3 (14.0) 133.0 (18.8) 0.72
DBP rightc (mmHg) 74.2 (8.2) 77.4 (8.7) 75.6 (8.7) 0.33

RHRc (beats/min) 63.4 (9.0) 65.0 (8.9) 62.9 (10.4) 0.71

hsCRPb (mg/L) 1.5 (1.1) 2.1 (3.8) 3.0 (5.0) 0.43
HbA1cb (%) 5.6 (0.3) 5.6 (0.3) 5.6 (0.5) 0.71

Glucosec (mmol/L) 5.6 (0.6) 5.4 (0.7) 5.6 (0.8) 0.12

HDLc (mmol/L) 1.9 (0.6) 1.8 (0.5) 1.9 (0.7) 0.85
LDLc (mmol/L) 3.6 (1.0) 3.2 (0.7) 3.3 (1.0) 0.15

TCc (mmol/L) 5.9 (1.1) 5.5 (0.6) 5.7 (1.1) 0.15

TGc (mmol/L) 1.0 (0.4) 1.0 (0.4) 1.1 (0.6) 0.87
Diabetesa (%No) 100.0 100.0 93.5 0.10

VO2peak
c (mL/kg/min) 30.3 (6.6) 30.0 (5.7) 30.4 (6.9) 0.97

VO2peak or VO2max (%VO2max)
a,# 64.6 52.2 75.8 0.19

Grip strengthc (kg) 34.5 (10.9) 35.4 (10.8) 37.9 (9.4) 0.35

Sleep indexc (total score) 5.1 (1.5) 5.6 (1.7) 4.9 (1.5) 0.27

SF-8 Physical healthb 54.2 (5.5) 51.9 (5.2) 51.7 (6.7) 0.11
SF-8 Mental healthb 55.0 (4.2) 55.4 (4.9) 55.9 (4.3) 0.66

HADSc (total score) 4.5 (3.5) 4.7 (4.4) 4.5 (3.1) 0.98

Notes: The continuous measures are shown as mean and standard deviation in the parentheses. Categorical data is reported as percentages. aChi-squared test; bKruskal– 
Wallis test; cone-way ANOVA. #Percentage of participants that achieved VO2max during the graded maximal exercise testing. 
Abbreviations: MICT, moderate intensity continuous training; HIIT, high intensity interval training; BMI, body mass index; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; SBP, systolic blood 
pressure; RHR, resting heart rate; hsCRP, high sensitivity C-reactive protein; HbA1c, glycated hemoglobin; HDL, high density lipoprotein; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; TC, 
total cholesterol; TG, triglycerides; SF-8, short form health survey questionnaire; HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale.
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previous studies reporting positive or null findings for the 
effect of exercise on hippocampal and thalamic 
volumes.12,14,16,18,19,52 However, a decrease in hippocam-
pal volume has been reported in young healthy adults after 
6 weeks of HIIT and in patients with schizophrenia com-
pared to controls after 6 months of MICT.20,21 

Nevertheless, an overall positive effect in favor of endur-
ance exercise interventions compared to control conditions 
is reported for the hippocampus in a meta-analysis with 
adults.27 Including CRF in the statistical model (Model 2) 
did not change our results. This indicates that HIIT had 
a negative long-term effect on hippocampal volume irre-
spective of CRF. Since CRF as well as all other clinical 
variables previously related to hippocampal volume (eg, 
anthropomorphic characteristics, blood glucose levels, dia-
betes, HADS, MoCA, sleep)53 were similar in the three 
groups at all time points, the most parsimonious interpre-
tation is that HIIT adherence per se caused more notable 
hippocampal atrophy. The volume loss occurred in the 

CA1 subfield and the hippocampal body, not in the hippo-
campal regions previously described as benefitting from 
exercise intervention in animal models or human studies, 
such as the dentate gyrus54,55 and the hippocampal head.12 

Both CA1 and hippocampal body atrophy are linked 
to AD.56,57 However, the average hippocampal volume in 
HIIT at the end of intervention (4.44 ± 0.60% of ICV) was 
well above the range found in AD (2.88 ± 0.64% of 
ICV).58 Importantly, the annual hippocampal atrophy rate 
of 1.1% in the HIIT group is in the range of healthy aging 
(0.84–1.55% per year).58–61 Indeed, the findings in the 
HIIT group are not indicative of a pathological process. 
Rather, the results show that the control group had a very 
favorable annual hippocampal atrophy rate of 0.8%, which 
is very low even for healthy aging. Note also that the 
MoCA scores after 5 years were similar in the control, 
MICT and HIIT group (Supplementary Table 4), and there 
was no association between MoCA score and hippocampal 
volume or interaction between group and MoCA score on 

Figure 2 Mean and 95% CI for total hippocampal, cortex, thalamus, caudate and white matter volumes (mL) adjusted for ICV at each time point in the control (grey circle), 
moderate intensity continuous training (MICT) (orange triangle) or high intensity interval training (HIIT) (blue square) groups. See Table 2 and Supplementary Table 7 for 
results of statistical comparisons.
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hippocampal volume (results not shown). To summarize, 
the physical activity habits in the control group offered 
better protection against age-related hippocampal atrophy 
than HIIT intervention.

There exists evidence for high intensity exercise hav-
ing a negative effect on the brain, especially in older adults 
and rodents.24,25 Blood lactate levels are significantly 
more increased with HIIT than lower training 
intensities.62 With higher age, the brain’s ability to meta-
bolize lactate in blood which crosses the blood–brain 
barrier63 is reduced,62 especially under conditions of 
reduced perfusion.64 Reduced hippocampal perfusion is 
present in adults over 70 years of age after intense 
exercise but not in adults under 70 years.13 It is possible 
that HIIT in the 70+ age group can lead to higher brain 
lactate levels combined with decreased perfusion of the 
hippocampus. Lower perfusion leads to lower hippocam-
pal volume over time in humans55 and increased hippo-
campal lactate levels decrease hippocampal neurogenesis 
in rodents.65 This could reduce hippocampal volume over 
time. An alternative explanation is that HIIT is stressful to 
older adults, as high intensity exercise in animals is found 
to increase corticosterone levels and reduce hippocampal 
neurogenesis.66–68 However, since HADS, and the physi-
cal and mental component summary score of the quality- 
of-life questionnaire (SF-8) were similar in all three 
groups, this seems unlikely.

We also found increased thalamus atrophy in the MICT 
group compared to the control group after 5 years in both 
Model 1 and Model 2. The thalamus is far less studied 
than the hippocampus in the exercise intervention litera-
ture, but one study12 reported a non-significant increase in 
thalamic volume in both an aerobic moderate intensity 
exercise and a stretching group. Since the thalamus is 
a major hub for cortical connections and connects to the 
hippocampus, the reduction in thalamic volume could 
reflect changes in connected grey matter regions, as well 
as changes in white matter microstructure. Again, the 
association was still present when including CRF 
(Model 2), suggesting that CRF at time of brain MRI 
was not associated with thalamus volume.

Since CRF is considered a central mechanism for the 
benefit of exercise training in the brain,5 factors related to 
CRF at baseline and increasing CRF could be important 
determinants of intervention success. It has been shown 
that sedentary people have larger improvements in CRF as 
a result of exercise intervention than fit individuals69 and 
also gain more in terms of health benefits.70,71 Thus, Ta
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individuals with lower baseline CRF might benefit more 
from exercise intervention with regard to brain structure. 
However, studies with similar baseline CRF values as the 
participants in our study report both positive and no effects 
of exercise intervention on brain structure in older 
adults.11–14,16,17 It is therefore unlikely that baseline CRF 
is a key determinant of intervention success in brain struc-
ture. Next, the actual change in CRF due to the exercise 
intervention could provide a positive effect on brain 
volumes. But intervention studies with no as well as 
large increases in CRF report both positive and no 

association between CRF and brain structure over 
time.11–13,16,17,72 Thus, it seems unlikely that the relatively 
high CRF level in our participants at baseline and modest 
CRF increase compared to some other studies11–14,16 can 
explain the lack of a positive intervention effect on brain 
volumes.

We expected and observed an increase in CRF in the 
exercise groups. However, a similar CRF increase in the 
control group was unforeseen. The control group had sig-
nificantly increased CRF after 1 year also in the main RCT 
study, but the HIIT group still had a higher CRF.29 The 

Figure 3 Mean and 95% CI for CRF, objectively measured as VO2peak, at each time point in the control (grey circle), moderate intensity continuous training (MICT) (orange 
triangle) and high intensity interval training (HIIT) (blue square) groups. See Supplementary Table 13 for results of statistical comparisons.

Table 3 Linear Regressions Predicting Brain Volumes Across All Participants After 1, 3 and 5 Years of Intervention Based on Baseline 
CRF

Hippocampus Thalamus Caudate Cortex White Matter

β CI p β CI p β CI p β CI p β CI p

1 year

CRF at 
baseline

0.02 −0.00, 
0.05

0.055 0.00 −0.03, 
0.03

0.796 0.01 −0.02, 
0.04

0.599 1.47 0.67, 
2.28

<0.001 −1.52 −4.16, 
1.12

0.256

3 years

CRF at 

baseline

0.02 −0.00, 

0.05

0.085 −0.00 −0.03, 

0.03

0.867 0.01 −0.02, 

0.04

0.651 1.16 0.33, 

2.00

0.007 −1.14 −3.90, 

1.61

0.411

5 years

CRF at 

baseline

0.02 −0.01, 

0.05

0.112 0.00 −0.03, 

0.03

0.899 0.01 −0.02, 

0.04

0.576 1.17 0.31, 

2.04

0.009 −0.87 −3.84, 

1.92

0.564

Notes: p-values <0.05 are in bold font. Beta (β) is the estimated regression coefficient, CI is the 95% confidence interval. Brain volumes are included in the model as mL. The 
analysis is corrected for age at baseline, sex and education. Brain volumes were corrected for intracranial volume (ICV) using the residual method. 
Abbreviation: CRF, cardiorespiratory fitness measured as VO2peak.
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participants in the brain MRI study had significantly 
higher CRF than in the main study at baseline; thus, it is 
possible that those undergoing brain MRI experienced 
a similar ceiling effect on their CRF increase irrespective 
of group. It might also be that people in the control group 
participating in the brain MRI study trained differently 
from the controls declining to be part of the MRI study. 
Since we do not have information on the types of activities 
performed in the control group, this issue cannot be eluci-
dated further.

The MICT intervention and the control group’s physi-
cal activity should in theory have similar intensity, but the 
amount of time spent to fulfill adherence was different 
(minimum of 75 min physical activity in control group 
versus minimum of 30 min MICT in MICT group). The 
dosage (minutes) of physical activity/training per week 
may thus be important for brain health. Furthermore, the 
participants in the control group were in control of their 
exercise routine and could choose the activity type(s) and 
intensity (eg, golf, dance, skiing, yoga, strength training), 
how (eg, alone, with training buddy, a team), where (eg, at 
home, gym), when and duration (eg, number of days, 
weekday, time of day). Based on this, we speculate that 
more time spent being physically active performing an 
activity chosen by the individual is key to better brain 
health. Further, our results show that diligently following 
the physical activity guidelines provides a significant posi-
tive CRF effect in healthy older adults. Since only about 
32% of Norwegian older adults follow today’s guidelines73 

compared to 82–94% in this study, a significant potential 
exists for increasing brain health and CRF for cardiovas-
cular health in the older population.

The fact that CRF increased and decreased very simi-
larly in the control, MICT and HIIT groups might have 
precluded uncovering group differences. However, our 
findings do not support a significant role for CRF increase 
in brain structure in the 70+ age group (Model 2). Still, 
a higher CRF at baseline was associated with larger cor-
tical volumes at the 1, 3 and 5 year follow-ups, consistent 
with results from a 9 year follow-up study in older adults74 

and results in older master athletes.75 Taken together, 
increasing CRF per se did not provide significant positive 
effects on brain structure in adults over the age of 70. Still, 
entering old age with a higher CRF appeared beneficial 
across a 5-year period, but only for cortical volume. Given 
that lower brain parenchymal atrophy rates are considered 
advantageous in aging, having a high CRF in the 70+ age 

group is positive for overall brain structural health in the 
70+ age group.

Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of this study include the RCT design, 
a general population-based sample, allocation of partici-
pants to different exercise intensities, participants with 
similar demographic and clinical health profiles allocated 
to the three groups, low attrition rate and good adherence 
to assigned group intervention for the entire 5-year period. 
The intervention was safe, and none of the participants in 
the MRI study had adverse events during the 5-year inter-
vention. No participants in the RCT Generation 100 Study 
had adverse cardiovascular events during the supervised 
training sessions, but three participants got fractures while 
training on slippery surfaces.29 Other strengths were the 
repeated clinical, physiological and brain MRI data collec-
tion throughout the study period and MRI scans processed 
using a highly reliable automated method with longitudi-
nal processing to ensure low inter-subject variability. We 
adjusted the linear mixed model for baseline values to 
avoid underestimating or overestimating the effect of the 
intervention,47 but we also re-ran the models without such 
adjustment to see if the results differed, which they did 
not. Limitations include the selection into the study of very 
healthy older adults with high education and very good 
physical and psychological health. Even in the main RCT 
Generation 100 Study those included were more active, 
healthier and had higher education than the people who 
decided not to participate in the study.28 The brain MRI 
sample had even higher education and CRF than those not 
volunteering for MRI. Thus, our study was in a very 
selected group of fit older adults. The overall mortality 
rate, ie, the main RCT outcome, was 4.6% across all 
groups in the main RCT29 compared to 1.9% in the MRI 
sample, further underscoring that those participating in the 
MRI study were the healthiest individuals. The number of 
subjects agreeing to participate in the brain MRI study was 
low, but based on our power calculation on yearly average 
hippocampal atrophy rates we needed at least 26 partici-
pants to show that the HIIT group (original hypothesis) 
had an atrophy rate at the lower end61 and the control 
group at the higher end60 of that reported in the literature 
available before study start using 90% power and alpha 
level of 0.05. Furthermore, the sample sizes in the MICT 
and HIIT groups were comparable to previous studies and 
based on group differences reported in those studies, our 
study should also have been able to uncover an effect of 
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intervention on hippocampal volume.12,14 However, 
a recent critical systematic review reports no effect or 
small effects of exercise interventions on brain 
volumes,76 highlighting the difficulty in estimating the 
sample size in such studies. Nevertheless, we were able 
to find a significantly greater hippocampal atrophy rate in 
the HIIT group, a result contrary to our expectations. The 
three-group design makes the statistical models more com-
plex and increases variability which might make it more 
difficult to uncover differences. Still, the combined 
MICT&HIIT group, had increased, but within normative 
range, atrophy rate of both the hippocampus and thalamus 
compared to the control group, which reflects 
a combination of the results in the two groups separately. 
Another possible limitation is that we did not correct for 
multiple comparisons, to avoid type II error as this is the 
first 5 year exercise intervention study with brain MRI. 
See Rothman77,78 for a discussion on this controversial 
topic.

To reduce the number of comparisons, we focused on 
a selection of brain structures regularly reported on as well as 
understudied in earlier exercise intervention studies. It is 
possible that there are other brain regions more sensitive to 
the effects of exercise. The discrepancy between our findings 
and those reported previously could be due to methodologi-
cal differences related to participants included (eg, conveni-
ence, hospital-based samples), or intervention mode and 
duration. Shorter interventions report in general positive 
effects,11–15 while longer interventions report no effects.18,19

Differences related to MRI scanner field strength, 
scan protocols and analysis can also explain contradic-
tory findings in the literature. For example, positive 
results on brain structure of exercise intervention are 
usually reported for MRI scans analyzed with voxel/ 
volume-based morphometry11,12 while no effects with 
surface-based methods16,18,19 (see also Davatzikos79). 
Likewise, the statistical models used and covariates 
included vary greatly between studies. Moreover, con-
trol group assignment may have played a role as many 
previous studies allocate controls to health education, 
stretching and toning, while the current study had 
a control group which advised to follow the national 
physical activity guidelines of at least 30 minutes of 
physical activity every day. Lastly, increasing CRF and 
subsequently maintaining CRF during the intervention 
appeared to be difficult even in fit older adults as here. 
Indeed, those who volunteered for brain MRI had a high 
CRF level at inclusion compared to many previous 

exercise intervention studies.11–14,16,17 Nevertheless, 
their CRF level was similar to that of Norwegians in 
their 70s from another general population study,80 indi-
cating that the findings in our study are generalizable to 
healthy older Norwegian adults who participated in 
similar studies. Across all groups, CRF only increased 
during the first year of the intervention and then 
declined slowly to baseline level at 5 years. This finding 
might be due to the expected age-dependent decline in 
CRF as physical activity does not seem to fully counter-
act the accelerated decline of CRF with increasing 
age.81

Conclusions
In participants from the Generation 100 Study who volun-
teered for brain MRI, the individuals in the control group 
emerged as those with the lowest hippocampal and thala-
mic atrophy rate, well below that reported in typical aging 
previously. The greater, but within normal range, hippo-
campal atrophy in the HIIT and combined MICT&HIIT 
group is not easily explained but appears to be connected 
to group assignment. CRF at baseline was associated with 
greater cortical volume at the end of the intervention, but 
CRF during the intervention was not linked to brain 
volumes. Thus, efforts should be directed at increasing 
CRF before age 70, and then maintaining it through daily 
physical activity as implemented by the participants in the 
control group.

Future Directions
In future studies, it would be interesting to investigate the 
dose–response effect of physical activity and exercising on 
brain health, and to explore whether there is a ceiling 
effect of exercise on brain volume. Moreover, the biologi-
cal mechanisms underpinning the positive and potentially 
negative effects of exercising need to be determined, cf. 
the relationship between intensity of exercise, lactate and 
brain health outcomes. Finally, based on the positive out-
come in the control compared to the supervised exercise 
groups in our study, it is of interest to elucidate the 
physical activity/exercising habits providing this beneficial 
effect.
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